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Abstract

.

BiogeochemicaI processes and the sea-air transfer of trace gases are intimately coupled in the

oceanic mixed layer. Ventilation of biota-produced species such as dimethyl sulfide (DMS) and

methyl bromide (CH3Br) constitutes a key link in the Earth system. We are creating a research tool

for the study of marine trace gas distributions by implementing simuhaneous ecology-gas

chemistry in the Los Alamos high resolution Parallel Ocean Program (POP). The fundamental

circulation model is eddy resolving, with cell sizes averaging 0.15 degree (latitude/longitude).

Global simulations of plankton ecodynamics capture major features of satellite ocean color

observations, including seasonal/latitudinal vm”ations and El Nino related differences in primary

production. The ecology in turn drives trace gas cycling. Distributions were modeled initially for

DIvfSbecause it is a precursor of remote cloud condensation nuclei. The molecule thus influences

pkmetq albedo. We have also simulated concentration patterns for carbonyl sulfide, members of

the methyl halide ftily, and for nonmethane hydrocarbons. Future applications are discussed

including interaction with atmospheric

sequestration.

them-s~ models, and the study of ocean carbon

Introduction

The climate sciences community is currently engaged in an effort to construct biogeochemically

complete Earth system models. An understudied link between chemistries of the ocean and

atmosphere is the transfer of trace gases, such as &methyl sulfide and methyl bromide. To support

upcoming research in this are% we are augmenting a detailed ocean circulation model with

ecodynamicai processing for dissoIved gases of chnate import. An ultimate goai is to participate in

Earth system simulations, More immediately we hope to contribute to the interpretation of large

scale concentration distributions. The Los Alamos National Laboratory Parallel Ocean Program

(POP) is adopted as our fi-amewor~ in part because it will serve as a component of upcoming

climate system models. It can be run at resolutions ranging upward from 0.1 degree, over ocean

basin and gIobal scales. Several groups are incorporati~g macro- and micronutrient dxjven ecology

into POP. We are adding a simulator for the transformations of dissolved trace gases as well. Iron

and nitrogen cycles operating within the OGCM are appended by representations of chemistry for

volatile suli%r,carbon and organohalogen species.
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We describe here development of the overall model, and present some preliminary results.

Specifications are listed for the Parallel Ocean Program. Low dimensionality tests of our ecology

and chemistry routines are sketched. Extension into the global code is outlined along with early

validation exercises. Future research is touched upon in a concluding discussion. Some wilI involve

the interaction of POP ecochemistry with regional or global atmospheric chemistry/transport codes-

Coupled biogeochernistry models will be used to study feedback Ioops from continental nutrient

mobilization through ocean fertilization and alterations to marine tropospheric chemistiy. Ultimately

we plan to expand our research to encompass ocean carbon sequestration studies.

Low dimensionality ecoIogy/chemistry tests

Euphotic zone nutrient ecocycling was initially simulated independently, in one dimensional codes

representing average mixing conditions for the major open ocean biomes (remote oligotrophic,

middle latitude, polar, etc.). The coding was most strongly influenced by the nitrogen cycle of

Fasham et al, (1990 and 1993). Iron geochemis~ has been added as documented by Moore et al.

(2000). Chemical mechanisms were next added to the ecodynamics, for the above mentioned trace

gases. The test programs were eventually time split into idealized two and three dimensional

models ‘of the major gyre circulations. The development of seasonal thermoclines is always

incIuded. The test sequence indicated that our coupIed ecology/chemis~ was capable of

reproducing major concentration patterns for key quantities such as chlorophyll and DMS (Chu et

al. 1999a and 1999b). Both temporal and spatial variations were well simulated.

Climate relevant trace gases

Dimethyl sulfide (DMS)

● The moIecuIe is a precursor for remote tropospheric aerosols and cIoud condensation

nuclei. It thus strongly influences the Earth’s net radiation balance through cloud albedo

(Charlson et al. 1987).

● We adopt the Gabric et al. (1993 and 1995) mechanism for the surface ocean sulfir cycie.

● Removal is set proportional to bactenaI densities.

● Intracellular dimethyl sulfoniopropionate (DMSP) is tracked implicitly. In the water column

DMSP is converted to DMS.
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● Improvements needed: Taxonomic resolution for phytoplankton so that small species can be

associated with high DMSP content.

Carbonyl suIfide_(OCS)

● Due to its low reactivity with hydroxyl radical (OH) and correspondingly long atmospheric

residence time, OCS is the only sulfir compound which can enter the stratosphere. There it

fimctions as the chief source of the Junge sulfate layer.

● In the stratosphere, sulfate aerosol back-scatters incident solar radiation.

● OCS is produced in the ocean by photochemical reactions from dissolved organic sulfur

compounds, resulting in strong diurnal cycles; removal is by hydrolysis to the hydrogen sulfides

(Elliott et al. 1989; Weiss et al. 1995).

Methyl halides (CH,C1, CHJ3r, CHJ) (Singh et al., 1983; Elliott and Rowland 1995)

● The oceanic methyl halides constituted the largest source of halogen atoms to the

stratosphere before the advent of chlorofluorocarbons.

● Methyl chloride is the major natural source of chlorine to the stratosphere. Produced by

phytoplankton and by chlorination of methyl bromide (CHJBr) and methyl iodide (CH$), it is

removed only abiotically in the present model (through hydrolysis).

● Bromine released from atmospheric CH~Br is highly effective in depleting ozone. The

molecule is produced by phytoplankton; removal includes several processes:

Chemical: chlorination and hydrolysis

Biological: bacterial removal

● Methyl iodide transports iodine atoms to the upper troposphere where they impact ozone

formation. Produced by phytoplankton, CH,I is removed by chlorination and hydrolysis.

Nonmethane hydrocarbon (NMHC)

● Because of their high reactivity toward OH, light nonmethane hydrocarbons play a

significant role in tropospheric chemistry. NMEIC are produced in the sea by photochemical

reactions from dissolved organic material (lXlM); flux into the atmosphere appears to be the main

10ssprocess (Ratte et al. 1993).
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The Parallel Ocean Program and

biogechemical POP simulations

The Parallel Ocean Program (POP) is a general circulation model developed at Los Alamos

on massively parallel supercomputers such as the SGI/Cray Origin2000 (Maltrud et al. 1998).

POP was originally ported from the Semtner-Chervin (SC) ocean code. The SC model is one of

several which are widely used throughout the oceanographic community and descend from an

original developed by Bryan and Cox at GFDL. Depth coordinates are geometric, with 25 meter

resolution near the surface. Horizontal grid cell sizes of O.I degree have been achieved over the

entire North Atlantic basin. POP has been run at an average of 0.15 degree globally a one tenth

degree version is in the planning stages. The tight meshes are sufficient in many cases to resolve

oceanic mesoscale eddies. The model was driven with ECMWF winds and climatological heatifresh

water fluxes. We performed our biogeochemistry simulations using a global POP version with the

0.15 degree resolution and 20 depth levels.

Figure 1. POP phytopkmkton simulations compared with SeaWiFS satellite ocean color

observations. Model results are shown for mid-May of the second year of a three-year run

beginning in 1995. Units and color scale are the same for both calculation and observation (Log

(chlorophyll density), mg m-’; see bar below 1c).

la. Surface chlorophyll distributions were originally simulated using constant

phytop~ankton and zoopkmkton mortality terms, and without the addition of iron geochemktry

(Figure 1 less bold pathways). Maxima and minima are over- and underestimated, respectively.

lb. chlorophyll simulations were improved through the inclusion of density dependent

mortality parametenzations (Ryabchenko et al. 1997), and also via a representation of the iron cycle

(Fung et al., 2000, Moore et al. 2000).

lC. Surface chlorophyll derived fi-omSeaWiFS satellite measurements, for the month of

May. 1998 data are shown because the satellite had not become operational during the model

period. Southern Oscillation Index values were similar for 1996 and 1998.

Major features and explanation of discrepancies:

● The spring bloom is apparent at high northern latitudes.

● Nu~”ent npwelling along the equatorial divergence interacts with tropical eddy structures. -

● Iron limitation reduces productivity in the Southern Ocean
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In early runs (Figure la), the model tended to overshoot peaks at high latitude and to undershoot

minima in the subtropical gyre centers. Changes described in the Figure lb caption lead to obvious

improvement at all latitude.

The effects of El Nino and La Nina

Most of our global biogeochemistry simulations begin in 1995, and extend through 1997. We are

thus able to pickup the onset of the large 1997-1998 El Nino event. Figures 2a through 2C show

Pacific surface chlorophyll concentration changes from late 1996 (a La Nina period) to late 1997

(onset of El nine). During the La Nina phase the tropical warm pool is contracted and the equatorial

Pacific ecosystem extends from South Amm-ca ahnost to New Guinea. As the warm pool spills

westward, supply of nutrient from the thermocline is restricted. Phytoplanktonic growth slows and

the chlorophyll maximum gradually recedes toward the east. Details of Kuroshio/Oyashio frontal

ecology are also noteworthy in the graphics.

Figure 2a. Pacific surface chlorophyll distribution as simulated in the biogeochernical Parallel

Ocean Program, late December 1996 (1c color bar).

Figure 2b. As in 2a, but for May 1997.

Figure 2c. As in 2a, but for December 1997.

Dimethyl sulfide distributions in POP

Our global dimethyl sulfide simulations are based on the sulfur cycle of Gabric et al. (1993, 1995).

Output rates are set in the cases of both DMS and DMSP, for direct exudation and also for

planktonic grazing/senescence. The sulfhr compounds interconvert, and are consumed by bacteria.

In Figure 3a we transect POP dimethyl sulfide concentrations along the international dateline, for

mid-July 1996. The bottom panel for 3a is simply an enlargement (note vertkal legend). Fine

structure at the ten to hundred kilometer scale is also seen in ship-board measurements. For

example, the Andreae group has published results from a Pacific cruise along the equator from

South America to 140 degrees west (Figure 3b, Andreae and Raemdonck 1983). A comparable

model transect is shown in Figure 3C (32 rig/liter = 1 nanomolar). The model captures both the

amplitude and width of waves in the data set.
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Figure 3a. Surface dirnethyl sulfide concentrations on a transect through our biogeochemical POP

results, central Pacific, July 1996.

Figure 3b. Surface dimethyl sulfide concentrations from the Andreae group, equatorial Pacific in

July (Andreae and Raemdonck 1983).

Figure 3c. Sutiace dimethyl sulfide concentrations aiong an ‘equatorial transect through our

biogeochemical POP results, eastern tropical Pacific, July 1996.

Summary

● Marine ecology/chemistry routines are being incorporated into the global Parallel Ocean Program.

The resulting biogeochemicaI POP wilI fimction as a tool for the study of nu~”ent and trace gas

cycling.

● Next priorities:

- Detailed comparison with satellite observations;

- Enhanced taxonomic resolution for phytoplankton.

● Future plans:

- Elucidate earth system links between ocean and atmosphere by coupling our

ecochem”cai POP to an atmospheric chem”stry/transport model.

- Study effects of East Asian industrialization on open Pacific geochemistry.

- Adapt our biogeochemistry to simulations of oceanic carbon sequestration scenarios

--iron fertilization and injections of COZinto the deep sea.
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